EMX-Delta-13ftx20ft-Inflatable Cover

**First Panel**
- Roof
- Tunnel Connection
- Inside Wall
- Outside Wall
- Awning
- Awning Banner

**Second Panel**
- Roof
- Tunnel Connection
- Inside Wall
- Outside Wall
- Awning
- Awning Banner

**Third Panel**
- Roof
- Tunnel Connection
- Inside Wall
- Outside Wall
- Awning
- Awning Banner

**Fourth Panel**
- Roof
- Tunnel Connection
- Inside Wall
- Outside Wall
- Awning
- Awning Banner

**Other Information**
- **Frame Color**: Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) with sleeve fabric.
- **Four Colors to Choose From**:
  - **White**: CMYK - 0 0 0 0 (Pantone - White)
  - **Green**: CMYK - 93, 0, 79, 56 (Pantone - 7727c)
  - **Blue**: CMYK - 100, 72, 0, 18 (Pantone - 7686c)
  - **Red**: CMYK - 0, 100, 75, 35 (Pantone - 187c)
  - **Black**: CMYK - 75 (Pantone - black 6 c)
  - **Yellow**: CMYK - 0, 21, 93, 1 (Pantone - 123c)

- **Binding**: The fabric used to hem roof panels. The color shown in the above box indicates the color of the binding used on your order. Any standard color from our range can be selected to complete your order. Custom colored binding is available, please contact our Graphics Coordinator for a quote.